
PCI Compliance as a Security Project

HOW PREPARING FOR PCI AUDIT CAN

MAKE AN ORGANIZATION SAFER



Agenda

Who is this guy?

Most PCI requirements are just security 
directives, however oddly worded.

Security best practices map to PCI 
requirements

A NIST CSF to PCI 4 crosswalk

How making an org ready for PCI audit 
improves their security, and vice versa



Who is this guy?

David C Frier, CISSP, CISM, CRISC, CCSK

vCISO and Senior Cybersecurity Program 
Manager at Sedara... but I speak only for myself, 
not for Sedara!

I’ve been doing Information Security for 
seventeen years and IT of one sort or 
another for two score and three

Avid player of poker, Orioles and Cubs 
fan, enthusiastic-if-slow rider of a Trek. 



Structure of PCI-DSS

6 Compliance Groups

12 “Requirements”
Each one is actually a 
collection of control 
requirements

Various applicability 
depending on the type of 
organization 



PCI-DSS 4 is New

Recent release of PCI-DSS v4 - phasing in through March ’25

Fundamental changes from v3.21

Changes are oriented to improving org security 

More emphasis on MFA

Proper control of generic and service acts

Modernized password reqmts.

And improving org security process

Mandating Risk Reviews 

Reporting improvements



“

”

PCI-DSS Requirements
ARE

Security 
Requirements

--ME

Effects of DSS 4.0: 
Modernizing requirements that were outmoded (e.g. password complexity)

Emphasizing MFA and Monitoring

Tightening auditability and process



PCI-DSS 4 Improves Security

PCI Requirements Will Improve the Org’s Security, if 
they only follow them
Follow them in spirit not just in letter….



Structure of NIST-CSF



Structure of NIST-CSF – more detail



About the Triad

CIA
Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

NIST CSF concerns itself with 
all three, at least to some 
extent

PCI-DSS seems mostly 
concerned with C, I

This comes up in a bit



Crosswalk

I have prepared a rough-cut crosswalk of NIST to PCI
A copy of my spreadsheet will accompany these slides

Methodology:
PCI SS provided a NIST-CSF to PCI-DSS 3.2.1 mapping 

and 

PCI-DSS 3.2.1 to 4.0 table of changes

I extrapolated NIST-CSF subcategories to PCI-DSS 4.0 requirements

This mapping is likely imperfect.  Use as a general guide only

Free, and worth every penny



Mapping NIST to PCI

NIST CSF Control PCI-DSS 4 Requirement



Those are just a few examples

Some Notable items:
Of 108 NIST CSF subcategories…only 12 lack a PCI-DSS analog

EVERY Requirement section in PCI-DSS has analogs in NIST-CSF

EVERY function (ID, PR, DE, RS, RC) in NIST-CSF has analogs in 
PCI-DSS. Only ONE category (RC.CO) does not.

NIST items without a PCI analog tend to be in the 'A' leg of 
the triad (e.g., capacity planning), or relate to PR/Comm 
(e.g., after an IR)



Case Study: How it began

A startup came to Sedara wanting guidance

Their stated goal: “Get PCI-certified”
They facilitate CC payments but have no CDE

We started delving into their ISMS
They had no SDLC

They had no organizational policies

Their infra monitoring was just getting started

…but it only covered their on-prem, though the 
applications live in the cloud



Case Study: How it’s going

They are now: 
Building out a proper SDLC and institutionalizing it with 
their devops partner

Building segregated Dev, Test and Prod environments

Building out a proper data center, 100% monitored

Expanding monitoring to include their cloud footprint

Creating a body of policies and standards

All these things are implicit in NIST CSF compliance, 
without even cracking the PCI-DSS book.



So what have we learned?

NIST-CSF and PCI-DSS are both concerned with information 
security
It's possible to correlate and coordinate the two 
frameworks
A program that advances one advances the other

Good infosec practices serve both safety AND 
compliance
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